


Contact information
 

If you have any questions when making this pattern do not hesitate to contact me. 
He would also love to see your Mario Bros

 

  linetr2011@gmail.com

 GretaWings    https://www.instagram.com/gretawings/

 GretaWings  https://www.facebook.com/grettawings/?ref=pages_you_manage

 GretaWings   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz8UB400yzrx6XS9Ncvy7nA

 Greta Wings in English  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr4xjdD89uaRXwKnJb6u7_g

 GretaWings   https://gretawings.com/

Copyright
 

This pattern is for personal use only.
Its copying, translation or distribution

in any form is prohibited.
You can sell the end result of your
amigurumi in any way you choose.
If you sell your finished item online

please provide a link to our website in
your description and thereby also

support our project
 

Important Note:
This amigurumi is worked with tight

stitches and mostly in a spiral pattern, do
not close each round unless prompted, you
will have to be careful and always mark the

start of each lap. Please read the entire
pattern before starting.

In the description before buying this
pattern, I told you that we have a tutorial
on our channel to make this amigurumi.

You can enter the links that I share
attached to each image if you have any

questions.
If you detect any errors in this pattern

please contact me.
 



Our Mario Bros measures approximately 25cm

Note: You can use this same pattern to make this amigurumi larger or smaller
using a thicker or smaller thread and depending on this thread will be the hook

number.
 

 I hope you enjoy this pattern as much as I did designing it for you.
 

100% Mercerized Cotton yarn, measures
approximately 3mm thick and has 6 strands.
Colors: Medium Yellow 868, Brick 805,
Turquoise Blue 832, Mango Yellow 820,
White 801, Garnet Red 823, Skin or Flesh
Color 890, Dark Brown 838
2.5mm hook for Sinfonía yarn
1mm thick thread, colored, black, blue and 
white with 1.25mm hook
Yarn Needle
temporary bookmark
Scissors
stuffing for amigurumis
pins
Silicone

 
Materials:
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https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E

 
Abreviaturas:

 
       R: Round
     ch: chain
   MR: Magic Ring
    sc: single crochet
 dec: decrease (close 2 sc together)
 inc: Increase (2 sc in 1 stitch)
 triple inc: Increase (3 sc in 1 stitch)
 dc: double crochet
   hdc: half double crochet
       ss: slip stitch
 FLO: Front Loop Only
 BLO: Back Loops Only
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Arms (x2)

For each arm we will make 5 fingers
Use white color yarn
R1: MR 4sc
R2-4: 4sc (12sc in total without placing a
marker)
Note: When you make the 5th finger, do not
cut the thread to continue with the union.

Note: If it is very difficult for you, you can
substitute the fingers for this piece, it is optional,
it only substitutes 4 fingers, you will always have
to do 1 for each hand, substitute from round 1-5,
for these that I share with you and then continue
as you I show
R1: MR 8sc
R2: 8inc (16)
R3-5: 16sc

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=231 

R5: 2sc on the 5th finger, (2sc on another finger)x2,
4sc on another finger, 2sc on each finger that
follows, 2sc on the finger we started (16)

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=627

R6-7: 16sc
R8: 8sc, 4sc on the remaining finger, 8sc (20)

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=702

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=559

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=950

R9: (3sc, 1dec)x4 (16)
R10: 16sc
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R11: (6sc, 1dec)x2 (14) Change to Garnet Red color
R12: BLO 14ss
R13: BLO 14sc
R14-20: 14sc
https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1110

with white color yarn make the edge of the gloves
Note: When you finish up to R20, place both arms
in the position shown in the following image, thus
determining which is the back part of each one
and in that back part you will begin this detail
extracting a loop, we will work on the front strands
with colored thread white that we left in the R11.
You don't need to start with a slipknot, but if it's
easier for you then do it.

(1ch, 1ss)x14 The last ss will be made right at the
base of the 1st ss of this round.
Secure this strand and cut it leaving it long for the
next detail

Note: In each arm each time you finish the
R20 you can cut the thread, you do not need
to leave it long, we will not make seams for
the union to the body.

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1281

Note: For each mark we will
give 3 stitches
https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-
E?t=1433

Repeat exactly the same
from the beginning of
the fingers to perform
the 2nd arm.
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Legs (x2)
Start with a slip knot using medium yellow
color yarn

R1: 4ch, in the 2nd start (2sc, 1 triple inc)x2
(10)
Note: I suggest you place a marker on chain
#4 as we will make the last triple inc right
there.
R2: (2sc, 3inc)x2 (16)
R3: 3sc, 4inc, 4sc, 4inc, 1sc (24)
R4: 6sc, 2inc, 10sc, 2inc, 4sc (28)

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1598

R5: BLO 28ss Change to Brick color

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1902
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R6: BLO 28ss

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1952

R7: BLO 28sc

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=1978

R8-10: 28sc

Note: After finishing R10, if you use a strand of
thread to mark the start of each Round, please
remove it because we are going to place
melted silicone, place the piece on a flat
surface, it fits very well, because after melting
the silicone With that form that you have left
this flat, please enter the link that I share and
see how we do it.

Proceed to the
next round when
you are sure the
silicone has cooled
and is hard.

https://youtu.be/e5Vh
9n_GN-E?t=2046
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R11: 2sc, 7dec, 12sc (21)
R12: (1sc, 1dec)x3, 12sc (18) Change to Turquoise color
yarn

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=2316
R13: BLO 18ss
R14: BLO 18sc

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=2386

R15-23: 18sc

First we will do the detail of the edge
With Turquoise Blue thread make the edge of
the pants
Note: On each leg start at the back removing a
loop, we will work on the front loops that we left
in R13.
(1ch, 1ss)x18 The last ss will be made right at the
base of the 1ss of this round.

Note: When you
finish R23 of the first
leg that you make,
you can cut the yarn
and you don't need
to leave it long, but
when you finish R23
of the second leg,
don't cut the yarn
because we will
continue with the
join

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=2451

Note: In the R24 I share the points that I have left,
it may be that by doing it following these
instructions your legs will not be straight, if so, the
center where you will make your union will be
determined by looking at the link that I share with
you

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=2579
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R24: 1sc, 3ch, 18sc in the other leg, 3sc in the
3ch, 17sc in the next leg (42)

R25: (2sc, 1inc)x14 (56)
R26-34: 56sc
R35: (5sc, 1dec)x8 (48)
R36-37: 48sc
R38: (6sc, 1dec)x6 (42) Change to Garnet Red color yar
R39: BLO 42ss

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=2934

R40: BLO 42sc
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R41-42: 42sc
R43: (5sc, 1dec)x6 (36)  
R44: 14sc, 14sc in one arm, 18sc, 14sc in the
other arm, 4sc (64)

Note: If when performing the R44 you
notice that the arms are not straight, you
will locate exactly where to join these arms
as I show you in the video

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=3069

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PDF


